AL-69442C

Features

- Accommodates up to six infusion pumps.
- Bag Drop Prevention Device allows for controlled descent of pole.
- Adjustable height from 69” to 124” highest in the industry.
- Heavy duty 3” sealed casters.

Infusion Pump Hoop
Infusion Pump Hoop measures 29”H x 19”W and allows for multiple pumps to be installed. Made from one inch CuVerro® alloy tubing, the hoop allows for rotational and vertical adjustment.
P-1083-F CuVerro® Infusion Pump Hoop

Sleeve
Pole sleeve welded securely to the base for reinforced stability.

Base
Low center of gravity design and 27 pound base offers improved stability. Extremely durable powder coat finish base.

Footprint - 23”
Small base footprint reduces stumbles and falls while patient ambulates.

Accessories

Patient Handle
Handle CuVerro

O₂ Tank Holder / E-size
Stainless Steel

Hospital Grade Outlet
Six outlet strip

Infusion Pump Holder
Multiple Holder
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